
Buy yours today!

Battery 
Problems?

Rejuvenates
old “dead” batteries

Maintains
batteries in optimal condition

Prevents
the buildup of sulfate,
extending battery life

Testimonials
Continued
“I have 5 tractors, two lawn mowers.
2 cars and 4 trucks. That is 14 batterries
in use at all time. As you can imagine
my old battery charger/jump starter
saw regular use. I used a competitor’s
product built into a charger and it
helped, but the Battery Life Saver didhelped, but the Battery Life Saver did
far better. I have 2 batteries on my
diesel tractor and they are going on 7
seasons. I used to be happy to get two
seasons out of them. The little lawn
mover batteries usually only lasted for
two years, now I have just brought one
of them back and it has more powerof them back and it has more power
than when it was new. Your product
should be mandated for all vehicles.
Aside from saving money, it is the
ultimate in being green! You should
contact with Jay Leno and his garage,
maybe that will help you get the word
out. I have let all my friends know!out. I have let all my friends know!

Email from ntlacovara,
BLS Customer



An electronic device that brings dead
batteries back to life, restores functioning
batteries to new condition, and keeps
batteries from losing capacity and life due
to the main cause of battery failure: the
buildup of lead sulfate. There are different
models for different types of batterymodels for different types of battery
systems.

75% to 80% of lead acid batteries fail prematurely 
because of lead sulfate on the plates. These crystals 
cause batteries tobecome unusable at approxi-
mately one-third of their natural life. The BLS
dissolves the lead sulfate crystals.

Why is it needed?

Using breakthrough square wave technology, the
Battery Life Saver electronic device sends a 
frequency signal to each crystal of lead sulfate, 
causing it to dissolve into lead and sulfuric acid. 
This restores the battery to its original condition 
and allows the  electrical charge to be drawn from
 the battery. the battery.

The BLS can rejuvenate old batteries back to a like 
new condition. It will not help a battery with a short
or open cell (we provide test procedures for this).  
Once rejuvenated, the BLS will keep the batteries 
in a good condition. When used with new batteries, 
the BLS can double, and in most cases triple the
normal life of a battery. normal life of a battery. 

How does it work?

What will the BLS do?
I am calling because I bought a new cart and would 
like to know if I can use my BLS from my old cart. By 
using the BLS, I was able to get 38 months out of 
batteries that usually only last for 18 months. My 
friend also installed a BLS, we are now in a 
competition to see who's batteries will last longer..

Dan Engtrsom, AZ

“I am amazed at the reading I just took on the
battery bank I have had the BATTERY LIFE SAVER
on for 2 months. The bank had been on its last leg
- I just hoped it would last through the winter. The
test I have just done shows specic gravity readings
that are better and tighter that they have ever 
been on this bank, even when it was brand new!”been on this bank, even when it was brand new!”

“I wanted to let you know that I am really surprised, 
you have a gizmo that actually works! I purchased 
the BLS because of the guarantee, but I really didn't 
think it would work. After using the BLS on my golf 
cart for a month, the readings are off the charts and 
the cart is running great. Thank you very much. 

Tom Kingsland, Backwoods Solar

Irving Hill, Sun City, Arizona

“Today I ordered a second battery lifesaver for my 
new Club Car Precedent. I had one for several years
 on my older 2001 Club Car which I recently sold 
with the device installed. This product kept my 
batteries in great condition. Conferring with a 
relative who is an electrical engineer conrmed 
what you advertise. I am looking forward to shorter what you advertise. I am looking forward to shorter 
charging times and longer battery life again.”

George Bartolomeo, The Villages, FL

Testimonials

The Battery Life Saver electronic device works on any
lead acid battery or battery system. We offer a number
of models depending on the voltage (from 12 to 156
volts) of your battery or battery system. Please follow
the chart below to nd your BLS.

Which model do you need?

Standard BLS Models

Special BLS Models

BLS-12/24

BLS-48A
BLS-60A
BLS-72A
BLS-84/96
BLS-120A
BLS-144ABLS-144A

For use with electric vehicles or 
battery banks. (BLS-48A for 48 volts, 
BLS-60A for 60 volts, etc.) Eye rings for 

For use with multiple batteries in a 
battery banks (12 or 24 volts). Ideal for 
Solar/wind systems. Best model to 
rejuvenate batteries. BLS-12/24B(battery
clamps), BLS-12/24C (eye rings).

BLS-12N
BLS-24N
BLS-36N
BLS-48N

BLS-24/36-F

BLS-36/48-F

For 36 volt golf carts. Low voltage cut-off.

For 48 volt golf carts. Low voltage cut-off.

For 24 volt battery systems. Low voltage cut-off.

For 12 volt battery systems. Low voltage cut-off.

For 24 and 36 volt industrial forklifts and
lift trucks

.

For 36 and 48 volt industrial forklifts and 
lift trucks
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